
Digital Media Arts: Trigger Word Story Script – Week 14 – Project 1 

 
Create a 3 act script about your trigger word character from the previous activity. 
Include character development, dialogue, scene descriptor/action, and make sure the 
story peaks and concludes in act 3. Think about where you are starting, who is involved, 
where you are heading, what will happen when you get there, what types of issues will 
arise, and how they will come to a conclusion at the end. Write in correct script 
formatting using the week’s video as a guide. Be creative, have fun with the story and 
characters, and practice create a story in script format. 

Pick a point in your story and begin with the SLUG-LINE, and go from there. Make the 
story come alive with the ACTION descriptors, and the DIALOGUE, etc. 

Review the Script Example attachment for accuracy. 

Every Screenplay script for each Act created in Word must contain without exceptions: 

 A Slug Line/Scene Header 
 A Scene Descriptor/Action 
 Dialogue 
 Character Names 
 Parenthetical(s) 
 Proper spelling and grammar 

 
***Grading will be based on the overall accuracy and set up of your script. 

*Students are expected to follow this formatting for all future video assignments 
requiring the narrative film script. 
 
Save as a Word document for turn in with this week’s assignments. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Example	of	Script	Format:	
 

1) EXT. COLLEGE OUTDOOR HALLWAY. DAY. 
 
FADE IN:  
 
JOSEPH - a first-year student- is talking to three fourth- year students: SAMMY, JAKE and 
TIM. They are gathered near a building close to the school parking lot, which can be 
seen in the distance. JAKE is focusing a Super-8 camera and looking through the 
eyepiece, TIM is collapsing a tripod and SAMMY is wearing headphones, checking the 
sound equipment. JOSEPH has a backpack. 
 
     JAKE 
    (lowering the camera from his eyes) 
    For the last time, no. 

 
     JOSEPH 
    Why not? I've got some really good ideas. 

 
     JAKE 
    (continues focusing the camera) 
    No. 

 
JOSEPH pleads to TIM 

 
     JOSEPH 
    I'll work really hard. 

 
     TIM 
    No. 

 
     JOSEPH 
    I can pitch in some money. 

 
     SAMMY 
    Definitely no. You're a first- year. 
    You shouldn't even be talking to us. 

 
     JOSEPH 
    Well, couldn't I just tag along? 

 
     TIM 
    (cocking his head toward SAMMY) 
    We already have someone that tags along. 

 
     SAMMY 
    Hey, what's that supposed to mean? 

 
 


